Expandable
Safe
Elegant
Dependable

PERGOPATIO

The art of shade

The innovative design of Pergopatio’s aluminum structure combines the
ingenuity of a retractable Flute system with the independence of a selfstanding patio pergola.
A waterproof shading system when required, Pergopatio offers
protection on command from sudden inclement weather conditions as
well as the freedom of an open roof to enjoy sunny days or starry
nights.

The top of its perimeter is designed to be a hidden gutter, while its
posts act also as concealed drains able to discharge the collected rain
into the ground.
Powder coated in a classic white color or in any custom color on
request, Pergopatio is offered with a maximum 26’ projection
(intermediate uprights are required) and a maximum 16’ width.

Product Features
Expandable.
As part of the patio system
collection designed by Alutex,
also Pergopatio offers the
possibility to install side roll- up
cassette curtains to create a fully
protected outdoor environment.

Safe.
Either if you chose sunscreen
drop curtains for sun or privacy
or mosquito screens for insect
protection, side curtains installed
around Pergopatio’s perimeter
represent the perfect completion
of these self- standing modern
pergola.

Elegant.
Designed with particular
attention to the details of its
components, Pergopatio offers
a self-standing or wall attached
waterproof shading perfect for
residential or commercial
outdoor areas without
compromising elegance.

Dependable.
Supplied with white or cream
fire retardant waterproof PVC, or
any solid or stripe acrylic fabric
Pergopatio is the perfect
complement to selected outdoor
areas to extend social
gatherings or to create new
separate personal spaces for
privacy or leisure.

Product Highlights

Safe and stable floor and wall connection

Elegant Legs design

Technical Speciﬁcations
Width Range

8’ to 20’

Min. pitch for water flow 5% side directed

Projection Range

8’ to 20’ (above 16’ intermediate

Side curtains

Optional

leg)

Fabric Option

PVC vinyl

Top perimeter height

18” H

Standard Frame Color

White

Minumum pleating

17”

Maximum pleaating

40"

Opening Control

Motorized only

Installation Option

Self Standing or wall connected

Custom Frame Color

Any RAL color (on request)

Frame Warranty

5 Years on structural parts

CAUTIONARY AND IMPORTANT OPERATING INFORMATION: Modern pergolas even if waterproof are intended for shade and rain protection only.
They are designed to be retracted under snow and ice conditions. They are not designed to withstand snow. During those times, they must be fully retracted
to prevent damages not covered by warranty.

